NASA's new administrator, Michael Griffin, got off to a flying start last week before he had even been sworn in. At his Senate confirmation hearing on 12 April, he reopened the possibility of sending astronauts to service the Hubble Space Telescope, an option his predecessor Sean O'Keefe ruled out last year (see Nature 427, 273; 2004) .
The next day, the Senate approved Griffin as the space agency's 11th -and perhaps most technically savvy -leader.Members of Congress had nothing but praise for the 55-year-old engineer and physicist, who arrives at NASA at what he calls a "watershed moment", as the United States tries to reinvigorate human spaceflight with an ambitious plan to send astronauts beyond Earth orbit for the first time in decades.
Griffin wholeheartedly supports that goal, and he's impatient to get started. NASA had planned to have a new Crew Exploration Vehicle ready for outbound astronauts by 2014, but Griffin told senators that he hopes to speed up the pace of development."People want a space programme that goes somewhere and does something," he told NASA employees on 14 April.
First, though, he'll focus on getting the shuttle flying again -before retiring it as soon as the International Space Station is completed "in a manner consistent with our international partner commitments".
O'Keefe's decision to scrap the idea of sending a shuttle to service the ageing Hubble telescope was made in the immediate aftermath of the doomed Columbia shuttle mission, Griffin said, adding that he wants to revisit the plan once the shuttle has successfully flown again -a mission planned for late next month (see Nature 434, 811; 2004).
Griffin also called for a balanced programme of science, astronaut exploration and aeronautics. He claimed that NASA can afford them all, pointing out that the agency's current budget is equivalent to that at the time of the Apollo Moon missions in the 1960s and 1970s.
He also defended NASA's science programme, calling it "one of our crown jewels". "I don't agree that it has fallen by the wayside," he added, but admitted that he could understand why scientists are worried. Spending on the new Moon-Mars programme and the shuttle's return to flight "has caused temporary dislocations in science funding", he said, that are likely to continue for the time being.
In his exchanges with senators and NASA employees, Griffin was as direct as his predecessor had been discursive, showing how he earned himself a reputation as a straight talker.
Before the congressional committee, he referred to himself as "a simple aerospace engineer from a small town". Standing before his new employees, he stressed humility and collegiality. "I'm not sir, I'm not Dr Griffin. I'm Mike or Michael," he said before the packed auditorium at the agency's Washington headquarters."The NASA administrator is not royalty." 
